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Work Meets Faith small groups build God
centered community.
• A Work Meets Faith small group is a
Smart® group because it brings
happiness or joy to its members, and
sense of community to every group of
which they are a part.
• A Work Meets Faith small group
works in “unity for all” because it
follows principles of Interfaith
Dialogue and, as a Smart® group, it
satisfies innate needs common to all
mankind and builds community. Thru
12 steps members change themselves
to increase satisfaction of innate needs
of others, forming one functional
group.
• And the greatest happiness or joy
occurs Parish wide or community wide
in families, work places, villages,
cities, towns and even nations, that
uphold the innate needs of all!
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At a high level, Loquate identified in Natural
Law that which we value the most. And at the
highest level God centered sense of
community is the highest sense of
community possible. The same innate
psychological needs that God built into us,
also lead us… to Him.
The word God and “That which you value
the most for the common good” are used
interchangeably in our resources.
Loquate builds an interdependence that is
based on the Spirit. Loquate is a charitable
center for peace that uses Smart® groups for
intentional community building. Its core
competence is community building around
functional domains of good. Loquate’s
Smart® technology defines primary values
that satisfy innate needs. Its process uniquely
relies only on changing oneself, and can be
replicated elsewhere to build community.
Major charitable support comes from those
who believe in its work in “unity for all.”

A Work Meets Faith small group
follows this Smart® protocol:
• self change, not changing another,
• relevant resolution story telling, not
advice,
• satisfy innate psychological needs, put
into us by our Creator, not ordinary
conversation.
• Corresponding scripture (or internet
search) is shared.

Its website Loquate.Tv offers Videos and
Podcasts “Where Work Meets Faith,” and
“Miracles, First Hand.”
Both Podcasts and videos show people
satisfying innate needs. When individuals
reveal such identity experiences, they reveal
their happiness or joy and sense of
community.

A Work Meets Faith small group
during meetings follows:

Technology

Principles of Interfaith Dialogue

Science discovered innate needs common to
all mankind. Loquate discovered primary
values that satisfy the innate needs and build
community.

• Interfaith dialogue is first and foremost
an attitude that is acquired as the result
of listening to various points of view
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small groups. The word God and “That which
you value the most for the common good” are
used interchangeably. The paradox is this.
Without being religious, the middleware
supports all people. As each in community
with his own respective House of Worship
goes deeper into devotion, his House of
Worship is needed more than ever.

and ultimately forming one's own view
of other religions. An attitude could be
defined as a manner of acting or
thinking; a disposition, opinion or
mental set.
Interfaith dialogue consists essentially
in hearing each other. Interfaith
dialogue is living together in spite of
our differences. Differences make
sense when they are well understood.
Be respectful of differences.
Avoid proselytizing during interfaith
dialogue. Be true to your beliefs. State
your own beliefs when appropriate.
But mainly listen well, which means
hearing an entire message.
Build unity. Be united in faith in God,
for love of fellow man, for peace on
earth, and for the greater glory of God.

Officially Recommended!
The first to recommend the process is the
Catholic Church. 2-12-2016 “Where Work
Meets Faith is a unique, parish-based
process that helps individuals encounter
Christ, grow as disciples, and assists them in
applying their faith to the work they do
every day. I recommend it to any pastor as
part of an overall strategy of parish-based
evangelization.” –Deacon Keith Strohm,
Director of the Office for the New
Evangelization, Archdiocese of Chicago

Having faith in each member…in their good
common sense ability to come to
God…preserves dignity “in unity for all.”

Work Meets Faith small groups work
Parish wide or community wide.
A Work Meets Faith small group works in
“unity for all” because it follows principles of
Interfaith Dialogue and, as a Smart® group,
it satisfies innate needs common to all
mankind.

Community “in unity for all” is
earth’s furthest reach!
Middleware
Middleware is a software term that connects
A to B. In this case A is your heart and B is
the heart of another. Middleware is what
Loquate technology offers. Through Loquate
many small groups experience sense of
community. Once the middleware is
understood, members apply the scientific
principles to every small group of which they
are a part. In this way they bring sense of
community to all.

Domain theory
A domain always begins with an individual
who thwarts or supports innate needs. Each
domain is a set of behaviors that consistently
thwarts or supports innate needs. Think of a
domain as what emanates forth from a
person, to others. Imagine in a village they
build, what the person is or was all about, and
their fruits. Fruits that support innate needs
are functional domains of good.

Paradoxically, God centered faith domains
may be applied to the scientific attainment of
innate needs. Groups using Loquate
middleware are called Work Meets Faith

Any individual can have multiple domains.
Every person has good domains and bad
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Loquate supports Work Meets Faith Ministry
in unity for all. Work Meets Faith small
groups proposed from every religion will
seek to operate within the lines of the
pyramid. The basic human rights formed
from the primary values reinforce legitimate
authority under God in religion.

domains. Justice shall thrive in small groups
that satisfy innate needs. No person alone has
visibility like a group. In this way functional
domains of good will grow and overtake the
domains of evil throughout the world.

Uphold Basic Human Rights For All
There are primary values behind our feelings
toward which every man of every religion,
and every man ever born, is drawn. Each of
these primary values is discreet and prepotent over our feelings of good and bad.

Laity Affected by Your Vote
You can affect politicians by being involved,
staying with them, and getting them to
uphold basic human rights for all mankind.
Loquate is a charity for peace on earth.
Nonprofits and Lobbying: Yes, They Can!
According to both the American Bar
Association and Stanford Social Innovation
Review
A best practice that all successful highimpact nonprofits share: the combination of
providing services in their communities and
engaging in policy advocacy, including
lobbying, at the local, state, or federal level.
Who, after all, knows the problems of their
communities more intimately and is in the
best position to suggest practical solutions
than the nonprofit organizations that work in
those communities every day?

Missing lines appear in the above pyramid
next to the word “Religion.” Some define
themselves outside of the natural lines of the
pyramid showing primary values at the base,
and God at the Apex. By uniting in truth in a
fruitful, not misaligned way, religions may be
an affirmation of peace, provided the religion
makes known its acceptance of a bill of basic
human rights.

Laity lobbies to Uphold Basic Human
Rights through Loquate (6436 N Oketo Ave,
Chicago, IL 60631, United States
jeff@loquate.tv 773-621-0863).

By religions accepting a bill of basic human
rights that satisfy innate needs thru primary
values, worldwide consensus may form for
peace “in unity for all.”

Loquate.tv
Web
Content
Resources, Videos and Podcasts

Loquate is in a unique position to assist in
forming the worldwide consensus as a charity
for peace. Loquate is in a unique position
because it is not a religion and Loquate does
not take a position on religious differences.

Resources
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a power to affect our village norms. When a
podcast is heard or a video is viewed, 150
times on average, the pace of norm setting
accelerates thru technology. Videos are
pushed out thru links to friends and
neighbors. Up to one hour of free
consultations are offered on work expertise
or spiritual content.
“Inspiring and
practical,” that is what audiences say about
the podcasts and videos.

Loquate Resources are educational in nature,
written tightly to be vital and far reaching,
freely offered for its universal audience.
Loquate’s Resource Page offers dedicated
support to Work Meets Faith Ministry. Each
Resource is clearly marked as Catholic,
Christian or Universal.
Loquate treasures its independence and
depends significantly on charitable donations
since 1970.

The website has a power to bring peace on
earth to a little corner of the world, your
village. The power of your village is a
preciousness of God at work in the lives of
ordinary people. Our Podcasts share
Miracles, First Hand. By coming to the
website, you begin something that God will
finish if you make yourself open and
respectful to your presenters, your initiators,
your inquirers, your listeners, and your
viewers!

The entire Loquate web site is ad free. For a
bird’s eye view of all Resources, see
Loquate.tv Resource R050.

Videos and Podcasts
“Where Work Meets Faith” videos and
podcasts, create space around a preciousness
of God at work in the lives of ordinary
people, like you and I.
“Miracles, First Hand” videos and podcasts,
provide testimony to God’s existence for
people of all faiths. Since the term God may
be used interchangeably with That which you
value the most for the common good,
Miracles give testimony to a caring presence
outside of our selves. People largely do not
understand that calling a miracle a miracle…
is what makes a miracle. Our testimony is
needed.

Good viewing to you! Good interaction to
you!

Widespread Applicability
There is a great opportunity for unity in
community. Community building assistance
is offered by Loquate for a work place, non
profit, civic, or any environment seeking to
build unity for all. The same Work Meets
Faith small group Member Guide is
universally offered in its simplicity from
Loquate for use in such environments. Every
Work Meets Faith small group is open to all.
Everyone benefits by increased community.

Loquate is all about bottoms-up norms.
Norms are expected behavior of a group.
Every presenter is empowered to share their
story where their work meets faith. Our
testimony among people who know us well,
is needed.

Feedback
The Smart® protocol uses Feedback scores to
monitor the effectiveness of the protocol in
satisfying the innate psychological needs.
Feedback scores verify the degree to which

Our testimony among the larger groups of
which we are a part, our village, is also
needed. Our story for the common good has
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satisfying innate psychological
becomes the norm among members.

engagement leads to innovation. Greater
profitability leads to greater capital
availability for growth and advancement.
Many of the work groups to which you
belong may be diverse. A shared assembly
experience is meant to be a diverse
experience, an instrument to bring peace on
earth in cultures of diversity. Peace in the
workplace comes from living and working
together in spite of our differences. The
peaceful purpose of the assembly is gaining
experience at helping each other to
accomplish That which they value the most
for the common good.

needs

Feedback scores also measure the member's
perception of feeling good about being a
member of the small group. Additionally
feedback scores verify the degree to which
members feel good about the larger group of
which they are a part…and a real presence
of… God!
Workplace Version
The workplace version increases work
engagement, by appealing to our highest
motives. The workplace version employs a
powerful tool called “Identity Experience
Evaluation.”

Mission
Loquate’s mission is to work with members
of groups and organizations:
•

Instead of thinking how we are different, let’s
take a moment and think about how we are
the same. If That which you value the most
for the common good is intentionally put to
use at work, that experience is highly likely
to lead to happiness for you and an increased
sense of community for each work group of
which you are a part. If your good experience
was consistent with That which you value the
most for the common good and consistent
with the mission statement of your
workplace, engagement would be high.
Studies show that high engagement leads to
greater profitability. (See Gallup studies
2013 and 2011 state of the Global Market
Place: 147% higher earnings per share @ 9.3
engaged for every 1 not engaged vs. 2%
lower earnings per share @ 2.6 engaged for
every 1 not engaged.)

•
•
•
•

To develop the member’s diversity and sense
of shared humanity thru self awareness,
To develop a sense of community in small
groups of self aware members,
To develop the sense of community within
the larger group or organization of which
they are a part,
To develop the larger group or organization
into a catalyst for the sense of community in
its surrounding environment,
To spread the sense of community
throughout our fragile world using small
incubator groups to serve as a model for
peace.

The Loquate primary values that build
community satisfy innate needs common to
all mankind. Thru deep devotion Work Meets
Faith small group members will be led to
know, truly, God as the One Who alone is
able to gather all into unity because He is the
Father of all.
Loquate (6436 N Oketo Ave, Chicago, IL 60631, United
States jeff@loquate.tv 773-621-0863).

Greater profitability and engagement leads to
workplace enhancement. Recruitment is
easier when high engagement with the
company mission statement includes that
which one values the most. Increased
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